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From survive to thrive
in the Financial Services
sector: digital leadership
beyond the lockdown
The Covid-19 pandemic crisis has pushed almost every
business into survival mode. Omdia surveyed decisionmakers from 306 UK companies – 59 of them financial
services organisations (FSOs) - during June and July
2020 to understand their experiences of the crisis. Our
analysis shows that there is now a four-stage journey to
be undertaken to move from merely surviving to thriving.
Strategies, objectives, and actions must fit each stage.
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Survive
Stage One

Planning must cater for a broader range
of outcomes
The impact of COVID19 varied widely across the FS
sector – 17% of large FSO activity remained within
normal range during the pandemic compared to 9%
of small FSO and 11% across all industries
56% see creating digital products as a
critical capability
Post pandemic, the largest proportion of
employees (35%) will spend their working week
split between home and an office location - FSOs
now need to take steps to ensure these new
remote operational models are resilient and secure

Revive
Stage Two

Prioritize agility to capture new opportunities
21% felt they had completed their digital
transformation, yet 37% definitely agreed that
the pandemic highlighted shortfalls or failures in
their systems and processes
51% will resume their digital transformation
efforts by the end of 2020
31% of large FSOs cited changing our business and
operating model as the most significant challenge
beyond lockdown

Renew
Stage Three

Agility and customer engagement
investment is critical
Pre-pandemic, operational resilience was the top
priority for only 8% of FSOs but is the top priority
for 34% of all FSOs as they move beyond lockdown
24% of FSOs cite accelerating agility and
efficiency as a top priority more than twice the
proportion across all other sectors (11%)
Increasingly digital financial products and services
will require FSOs to re-think their offerings
around the customer journey and experience

Thrive
Stage Four

Embed intelligence as part of a
redefined DX strategy
48% of large FSOs felt they should have more digital
components in their product and service offerings

61% will be increasing investment in threat
detection systems

53% of all FSOs and 69% of the largest FSOs
will increase investment in AI and machine
learning to support customer driven insight

To find out more, please visit:
Arrow-circle-right ibm.biz/postcovidrecovery
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